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Who are we



• We all work in local government, and specifically assets management, 
but sometime there’s a disconnect…

• The better we can understand each other’s perspective the more 
aligned we become.

• The more aligned we are, the better the outcome for our communities 
and ratepayers.
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What is the purpose
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Better alignment….
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Better alignment….
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A step back…

• What is Asset Management 

• Why is it important

• Three key phases in the cycle of the management of Councils 
assets

– Acquisition

– Ownership 

– Disposal
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Asset Condition Assessment - Benefits

• Plan and deliver for service levels

• Avoidance of premature failure

• Effective risk management of the failure impacts

• Accuracy of capital expenditure forecasts

• Refinement of rehabilitation strategies
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Asset Condition Assessment – Risks of doing nothing

• Disruption of service due to asset failure

• Reactive and expensive repairs – no time to tender or 
negotiate

• Secondary impacts of asset failure – traffic and business 
disruption, reputational damage 

• Lack of information to build budget forecasts, grant 
applications
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Risk Based Approach to Asset Management
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Asset Condition Assessment – Aging Assets
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Asset Condition Assessment – but is it really necessary

“In a perfect world Councils would like have “accurate condition data and asset 
management plans”. However, specially updating the condition assessments is a 
very expensive and resource-intensive exercise and dates very quickly. It is 
particularly difficult and expensive to inspect the condition of underground 
assets such as water sewerage and drainage pipes. Camera technology is 
improving and being used for sewer mains but is also expensive. Simpler and 
more cost-effective information can be gained by monitoring sewer chokes and 
water main bursts which indicate problem areas. It is also not necessary to have 
accurate and regular condition assessments of long-life assets which are not 
near the end of their useful lives. “  LGFP submission to QAO inquiry, June 2017
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Assessing Asset Conditions - Best Practice (IIMM, 5th Edition)

• Wealth of information on assessing asset conditions, asset 
management planning, policy strategy, case studies

• Developed in partnership with international public works 
engineering organisations.

• Aligns with ISO 55000 Asset Management Standard
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IPWEA Practice Notes
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Setting up Asset Condition  Assessment Programs

• Interface between financial and technical

• Start with the outcome in mind 

– Validation of existing information – GIS?

– Creation of maintenance schedules?

– Capital Works programs?

• Good communication and engagement across depts is key
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Collecting the Right Data – Technical Specification

• Balance between too much and not enough

• Desired outcome is the reference point

• Understanding of the data collection process drives costs



Quickview camera                                vs CCTV Robot Tractor
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For example ………Stormwater
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External Procurement – Proterra experience

• Lack of clear understanding of what process works best when, 
before writing specifications and tender docs

• Vested interest in the outcome?

• Transferring risk to the Contactor

- Lump sum / rate based / hourly rate pricing?

- Inclusion of cleaning / relining ?

- Traffic control?
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External Procurement – Contractor Challenges

• Bad weather

• Mobile data blackspots

• Powerlines

• Trees

• Parked cars

• Buried manhole lids
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External Procurement – Contractor Challenges
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External Procurement – Contractor Challenges
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Best Outcomes of Asset Condition Assessment Programs

• Council has capacity to effectively use the data 

• Quality asset data becomes the core to council operations 

• Asset condition assessment program supports councils 
financial decisions

• Better understanding between financial and technical 
professionals on their role in assess management
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Role of IPWEAQ in Developing Better LG Asset Management 

• Supporting better stakeholder engagement across financial and 
technical professions 

• Development of practical guidelines for those involved in asset 
management decision-making and procurement

• Supporting the development of better skills in local 
government professionals around asset condition assessment 
methods
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Questions?


